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2014 World Assembly “early” registration discount 
 
Online registration is now open for the 2014 World Assembly being hosted by AOPA China 
September 9th through 13th in Beijing.  AOPA China has set up a website at 
http://www.aopa.org.cn/zt/iaopa/ that provides delegates the most up-to-date information on this 
important IAOPA event.  By taking advantage of “early” registration, now open through June 1st, 
attending delegates and their accompanying spouses can experience the sights and sounds of the 
add-on optional tour (Sept. 14th and 15th) for nearly the same price as the regular registration fee 
that will go into effect after early registration has closed.  Don’t miss this “early” registration 
opportunity – register today! 
 
Simplified European IFR training is finally here! 
 
On 14 March we received the very welcome news by EASA´s Rulemaking Officer Matthias 
Borgmeier, that the long-awaited rule for simplified European IFR training has been published. 
The rule will come into force on 3 April 2014.  It includes "competency-based" IFR training with 
drastically slimmed theory training, the all-new Enroute IFR and the simplified lateral entry into 
the European licensing system for pilots who have received their IFR training abroad.  
 
EASA also intends to publish the so-called decision with explanatory texts in early April 2014. It 
will also include AMC material so that flight schools will then know in detail how they conduct 
the training and adapt their manuals. 
 
We consider these new provisions as a major milestone on the road to a safer and more 
economical General Aviation in Europe. We assume that many pilots will take the opportunity to 
go to a flight-school again to train for their IFR, so far the completely exaggerated theoretical 
knowledge requirements have been impossible to manage for many applicants who are in 
business-careers and have a family. 
 
IAOPA thanks EASA and their staff for their support and commitment to this project and all of 
our colleagues with whom IAOPA representative Michael Erb has cooperated with in this EASA 
working group entitled “FCL.008 " under the leadership of Raymond F. Neuhold over several 
years. 
 
The complete text of the regulation can be viewed at: 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2014:074:0033:0057:EN:PDF 
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Press Release:  “Business and General Aviation Industry Leaders Host Members of the European 
Parliament for Breakfast to Assess State of the Sector”  
 
Brussels, Belgium – 21 March 2014 – Representatives from the European Business Aviation 
Association (EBAA), the International Council of Aircraft Owner and Pilot Associations 
(IAOPA), members of industry and Members of the European Parliament convened for breakfast 
to discuss what progress has been made since the European Parliament published a Resolution on 
an Agenda for a Sustainable Future of General and Business Aviation in February 2009. 
Participants generally agreed that while the resolution recognizes the importance of the sector for 
European economic growth and regional connectivity, two areas where greater support was 
needed – fair access to airports and a need for tailored rulemaking - have witnessed few gains 
since publication. 
 
“It is important that we foster close relationships with this sector to be continually updated on its 
advances and opportunities to improve air transport for the benefit of all users,” stated MEP Knut 
Fleckenstein, who co-hosted the breakfast together with EBAA and IAOPA. “That said, we 
believe we can – and should – do better.” 
 
In terms of fair access for business and general aviation operations, hurdles have appeared in 
recent legislation concerning slot allocations and state aid to regional airports, and the relentless 
squeezing out of business and general aircraft from major airport hubs persists. As for the deficit 
of rules tailored for business and general aviation operations – whose operations significantly 
differ from those of the airlines - one only need to look at the sector’s treatment in the EU 
Emissions Trading Scheme, Flight Time Limitations and Runway Performance rulemaking. 
 
“There is a need for a joint approach between the Parliament, the Commission and its agencies, 
where the Parliament takes a leading role in influencing policies that result in more growth in our 
sector. Europe should aspire to be the world leader in this segment of civil aviation,” explained 
Martin Robinson, Senior Vice President of IAOPA. 
 
“Fulfilling the proposals of the Resolution is of vital importance; not only to business and 
general aviation, but to Europe as a whole,” added Fabio Gamba, CEO of EBAA. “We are 
committed to ensuring that our unique requirements, activities and numerous benefits to business 
passengers and local economies remain visible to European legislators. And we look forward to 
continuing this dialogue to ensure that the 2009 Resolution does not turn out to be an exercise 
made in vain.” 
 
 
 
 



ICAO launches new Runway Safety iKit  
 
In line with its ongoing cooperative efforts to resolve what remains the number one priority for 
global aviation safety experts, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has released 
a new Runway Safety Implementation Kit (iKit), developed in collaboration with IATA, ACI, 
CANSO, ICCAIA, FSF, IFALPA, IFATCA, IBAC, IAOPA, FAA, EASA and 
EUROCONTROL.  
  
The new iKit consolidates many of the resources developed by ICAO and its Runway Safety 
Program partners in recent years, as well as including latest guidance updates. Since its Global 
Runway Safety Symposium in May 2011, ICAO and these supporting agencies have delivered a 
range of helpful tools to assist States and operators, including updated runway safety 
international standards, centralized online resources, publication of the ICAO Runway Safety 
Team Handbook and twelve Regional Runway Safety Seminars. 
  
“The ICAO Runway Safety Program is one of global aviation’s best examples of how 
collaborative efforts on behalf of the world’s States and leading aviation organizations can 
deliver practical, cost-effective results on the very complex, multidisciplinary challenges facing 
our sector,” remarked ICAO Council President, Dr. Olumuyiwa Benard Aliu. “ICAO and its 
partners in this area remain fully committed to delivering continuous improvement on global 
aviation safety results and to lowering runway-associated fatalities.” 
  
In the near-term, ICAO and its partners will also be launching a Runway Safety GO-Team 
program which will help establish focused Runway Safety Teams at world airports, as well as 
conducting further Regional Runway Safety Seminars in Africa and the Middle East. All of this 
work will be coordinated under ICAO’s Regional Aviation Safety Groups which are responsible 
for implementation efforts and associated achievements relating to the targets in the ICAO 
Global Aviation Safety Plan. 
  
Resources: 
For information on ICAO’s Runway Safety Program: www.icao.int/safety/RunwaySafety 
ICAO’s Global Aviation Safety Plan: 
www.icao.int/publications/Pages/Publication.aspx?docnum=10004 
More ICAO Safety and Air Navigation Implementation Kits: 
http://www.icao.int/safety/Implementation/Pages/iKITs.aspx 
Contact ICAO Runway Safety Experts via: runwaysafety@icao.int 
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Start planning for IAOPA 27th World Assembly survey 
 
Now is the time to initiate contact with your regulatory authority and begin collecting the data 
that is needed to populate the IAOPA Statistical Report.  Besides being included as one of the 
purposes of IAOPA as contained in the organizational constitution and bylaws, a resolution 
adopted at the 7th World Assembly requires that biennially, and no later than 60 days prior to 
each World Assembly, each affiliated national organization shall provide the Secretariat with 
statistics regarding its national organization and general aviation in the country using a format set 
forth by IAOPA.  The Secretariat shall compile these statistics and provide World Assemblies 
with this information.  With ICAO no longer collecting statistical information on general 
aviation the importance of the survey that IAOPA conducts has gained an even greater 
recognition on the world stage and represents the most comprehensive data base that exists.  It is 
important that affiliates work with their respective national regulatory bodies to ensure that the 
information provided is accurate and timely.  If you have any suggestions on how we can 
improve our data collection efforts, please be sure to let us know.  Look for an electronic 
notification listing the specifics within the next few weeks. 
 
“LARNACA Played host to a Cypriot – Israeli conference on regional cooperation on 
aviation” 
Famagusta Gazette / Cyprus News Agency - Friday, 21 March, 2014 
 
The conference was organized by the Flight Safety Foundation Mediterranean (FSF – MED), 
Israel’s Fisher Institute, Hermes Airports and the International Council of Aircraft Owner and 
Pilot Associations (IAOPA). 
 
In statements to CNA President of FSF-MED Makis Constantinides said that more than thirty 
small planes landed in Larnaca inbound from Israel and their owners took part in the conference.  
 
The goal, he noted, is to promote Cyprus as a safe destination and a great place for pilots and 
owners of small aircraft to visit with safety. 
 
On his part Eran Ramot Head of Fisher Institute For Air & Space Strategic Studies said that for 
us in Israel and for Cyprus this seminar is the start of a very interesting beginning. 
 
It marks a very beautiful beginning and cooperation for Cyprus Flight Safety Foundation and the 
Fisher Institute which began last year, he added, explaining that a conference took place in Israel 
“where we established a new cooperation and a new relationship between Cyprus and Israel”. 
 
Replying to a question on security of flights within Cyprus’ Exclusive Economic Zone after the 
discovery of hydrocarbon resources, he said that that there are thoughts to include such matters 



as part of the next conference which will take place in Israel, in November. 
 
Senior Vice President IAOPA European Region Martin Robinson said that he has been visiting 
Cyprus since 2007 in an effort to establish a better working relationship with the civil aviation 
authority and the airport of Larnaca. 
 
“I would say that through dialogue we have improved tremendously, the understanding and the 
cooperation with all the parties”, he noted. 
 
Replying to a question on the safety of flights in Cyprus he expressed the point of view that 
IAOPA believes safety “should be improved through education rather than more regulation”. 
 
Europe is preparing for change 
 
By Martin Robinson, IAOPA European Senior Vice President 
 
On May 22nd and 23rd the European Parliament will hold elections and it is expected that about 
50% of the current 750 MEPs will be replaced.  This will mean new members for the Transport 
Committee which is an important part of the political spectrum in Europe.  There will be a new 
Commissioner for Transport as Mr. Kallas, the current Commissioner, move’s on in 
2015.  IAOPA Europe has employed a former MEP, Ulrich Stockmann, to assist in raising 
awareness of GA issues amongst MEPs.  Ulrich was an MEP for 17 years and highly respected 
still amongst his fellow MEPs which has been fundamental in building our understanding 
between the different parties.  The two largest parties, the European People’s Party and the 
Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats, hold the majority of seats so understanding the 
political machinations is important if we are to achieve greater visibility amongst MEPs.  IAOPA 
Europe is working with industry partners in order to further our joint aims which are based on 
the MEP resolutions of June 2008 ‘Agenda for Sustainable Future in General & Business 
Aviation’. 
 
Understanding the economic benefits derived from our activity to local, national, and the 
European economies are important.  When regulations are developed they must consider the 
social and economic effect and not solely the safety impact. 
 
There are many issues for GA in Europe.  Access to Airspace and Aerodromes – Single 
European Sky (SES) and its ATM research project SESAR (Europe’s NextGen) are virtually 
solely focussed on Commercial Air Transport issues.  One Airspace change which is on the 
‘near’ Agenda is PBN – Performance Based Navigation – as Air Navigation Service Providers 
(ANSP) redesign traffic management areas to achieve PBN – GA may not have equipment 
available to achieve the required navigation performance (RNP) in order to use the aerodrome or 



to receive a crossing service.  This will require national AOPA’s across Europe to make sure 
they engage with Airspace planners to develop solutions for continued GA access – particularly 
for VFR operations that cannot achieve the RNP in PBN.  Whilst some GPS boxes may be able 
to achieve the RNP, not all GA operators will necessarily be able to equip themselves with such 
equipment. 
 
During a recent workshop the assembled group when tasked with coming up with a new vision 
for SES the idea was to base the vision on ATM – until I pointed out that ATM was one element 
of SES. 
 
The meeting ended without finding a vision statement that could be agreed – the primary reason 
for this, in my view, is the ‘silo mentality’ that exists in such groups. 
 
Change has to come and I believe that across Europe we will see the larger ANSPs merge. The 
Commission may introduce competition not in the ATM market but of the ATM market this 
could mean that States have to offer licences which would go through a bidding 
process.  However, not all ANSPs are privately owned but this would not mean that non-
privatised ANSPs could not bid.  As this develops GA will need to protect its interest and 
IAOPA Europe is at the heart of the debate. 
 
Accident Case Study: Communication Breakdown 
 
In the afternoon of February 29, 2012, a pilot and two passengers were returning to the 
Melbourne International Airport in Florida (USA), after a local flight in N544SR, a Cirrus SR22. 
There were several aircraft operating in the traffic pattern of the airport’s parallel runways. The 
weather and visibility were good. 
 
N544SR was approximately five miles south of the airport when the pilot contacted Melbourne 
Tower. He was to report downwind for Runway 9R. Meanwhile, a flight instructor and student 
pilot flying a Cirrus SR20 were on a long final for the same runway to perform a touch and go.  
As the two aircraft were approaching the runway, the tower asked N544SR to confirm visual 
contact with the SR20, now on a one-mile final for Runway 9R. But instead N544SR reported 
being on a “real short base” for landing on Runway 9R, causing this alarming reaction from the 
controller: “No sir, I needed you to extend to follow the Cirrus out there on a mile final, cut it in 
tight now, cut it in tight for nine right.” The two airplanes had closed to within one-half mile of 
each other, but were still separated by 300 feet of altitude. 
 
The SR20 flight instructor took immediate control of the airplane from his student, increased 
power, and began a shallow climbing turn to the left between the parallel runways to go around 
and avoid a traffic conflict. At the same time, N544SR was seen to abruptly bank 30-45 degrees 



left. Moments later it crashed just off the approach end of the runway leaving a smoking pile of 
wreckage. 
 
The mistakes that put it there are the focus of this Air Safety Institute Accident Case Study. How 
could things have gone so wrong under such benign circumstances? Listen to audio of the pilot’s 
interactions with Melbourne Tower and factual information from the National Transportation 
Safety Board (NTSB), and watch the video reconnect the links of the accident chain to seek out 
lessons in this tragedy (http://www.aopa.org/AOPA-Live.aspx?watch=%7b384817B3-70C4-
4147-9C4C-2A5517FD5DEE%7d#ooid=9mZnVtaTpnvMf4xYkRA-SAC6J-z3kjtw). 
 
Pass on this Newsletter to Your Members 
 
Nothing can keep existing members, and attract new members by reminding them of the great 
work that IAOPA Affiliates, and AOPA, are doing on national, regional, and international levels 
to keep them flying.  Great work is being done in all parts of the globe to advance the interests of 
general aviation and the best way to share the message is to make sure that this newsletter gets to 
as many members and non-members alike.  So I encourage you to publish this on your website, 
send on via email to your members-do what you can to help spread the word. 
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